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C.P. No.504 

Calculated Leading-Edge Lrmincr Separations 
from some RJJ Aerofoils 

- By - 
N a Curie and Ihiss S. Y. Skan 

of the Aerodynamics Division, K.P.L. 

F&en. separation occurs at the leading edge of a thin acrofoil, 
the Reynolds number at separation largely indicates &ether a long or 
short separation bubble is formed. This Reynolds number depends upon 
the boundary-layer development, which is governed in turn by such 
parameters as the lift coefficient and the ratio r/c of the nose 
radius to the aerofoil chord. In this pa?er calculations have been 
carried out to determine separation conditions, w1l.-n these parameters 
are varied, for the ML 100-104 family of serof'oils. 
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61 displacement thickness of the boundary layer 

R&l u,(si 1,/v 
k ii RG1/R . 

Suffices as-..-- e-w 

m suffix denoting value at position where U = U m 
S suffix denoting value at separation. 

I . Introduction -w-k-. .d,. .a -- 

Laminar boundary-layer separation from the leading edge of a 
thin aerofoil at incidence is a subject which has aroused new interest 
during the last five years or so. It is found experimentally that the 
flow of-ten becomes reattached to the surface some distance downstream, 
a "buLble!' of separated flow being forled. 
(Owen and Iilanferj, 

It has been suggested 
1953) that t:le length of the bubble depends primarily 

on the Reynolds number based on the displacement thickness of the 
separating boundary layer. If this Reynolds number R* 

0, 
is low enough, 

the separated flow is stable and at lirst remains laminar. It is only 
at some distaze doivnstream, when the profile has been sufficiently 
distorted, that instability occurs, followed further downstrean by 
transition and reattachment, 
be of order I@& in length, 

Such a bubble, termed long, is found to 
and to have appreciable upstream influence 

on the pressure distribution. On the other hand, if RG 
5. at separation 

is great enough, the initial separated flov; is unstable, and it becomes 
turbulent almost at once with imr,lediate reattachment. The bubble in 
this case is termed short, having a length of order 1681. 

Owen and Klanfer suggested Ihat, if Rr. is calculated from 
01 

the observed pressure distribution, a critical value of between 400 and 
500 determines whether a long or short bubble is formed. Crabtree (I 954), 
in tests on a different section, 1st~ confirmed this result, and 
deduced 400 to 450 as the critical range. i:e further suggested 
tentatively that if R6 is calculated from the theoretical pressure 

distribution, its critiial range is about 450 to 550. This range, 
however, is extremely tentative, for an unpublished K.P.L. experimental 
result, for a lC$ thick RAZ IO2 aerofoil, due to Garner and Batson, 
indicates a theoretical critical R & of 375. Further confirmation of 

Oven ' s experimental criterion was given later by Crabtree ' (1957), in a 
pager which indicates that, although there is not a universal value of 
Rs:, for the breakdown of the short btidble, i&e range of experimental 

"62 
400 < JIB < 450, should cover many practical cases. 

It is clear that the sta23.ng characteristics of a given 
section de:-end considerably upon R6 

1 
, and therefore upon the detailed 

boundary-layer development. Now on a lifting thin aerofoil the velocity 
outside the upper-surface boundary layer consists, very crudely, of a 
linear region, where the flow accelerates from the stagnation point to a 
speed U at a position x which is followed by a decelerated region. 
j?'rom thif idea Owen and KLa%!er suggest that R 6a 

is a function only 

of u and x , which in turn are determined principally by the 
oncorn!& stream" velocity U , the radius of curvature r of the nose, 

the chord c of the model,WanJ the incidence or lift. Thus R8 is a 
UC 

I 

function mainly of R = -?-) r/c and the lift coefficient CL. 
V 

The/ 
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The -gurpo:;o of this paper is to consider systematically the 
lsminar boundary layers on some aerof'oils of the R&X series for a range 
of cL* Seven aerofoils are considered, nxnely the I@ thick RAE IOO-lO$ 

and the b;/J thick RAE 402 and 104. These arc convenient since the 
theoretical pressure distributions hevc been extensively tabulated. 
Vurtiler, -the results for these aerofoils will be particularly useful, 
as they are often tested experimentally, 

Details of the computations are given in Section 2. TIE 
data used, namely the pressure distributions for tA2 various aerofoils 
and thcrir slopes and ordinates, asgear in Rels. 5-& Two methods were 
used For calculating the bou&zy-layer development, namely the modified 
forms (Curie and %a$, 1557) of the mct!;ods of 'Thwaitco AC.10 (Iv&g) and 

StratPordl1 (4 3!2,). The results are doscribed in Sot-tion 3 and 
discussed in Section It.. 

2. Comp$aticns% Procedure I.w-A-u-- m-m *. s--m- 

Zinc0 various numerical tiiriculties were encountered, a detailed 
dcscri~tion of the schtmc of computation will be given. 

Value s of the veloci-ty U are known 5,6 for values of x 
measured along the chord of -tht: acrofoil. Yc.2 require values of U at 
knovm values 0"' s measured along the surface.: of the serofoil, and 
therLfore dcterzlnc the values of 

corresponding to the given vslucs G$ x. The surface slopes dy/dx are 
given for the 10% thiick aerofoils79o; since dy/dx is proportional to 
thickness, they arc also known for the 675 thick aerofoils. S:incc the 
sl0-p ip i:lfi;qite pst x = 0 the process 07 numerical integration 
must s-tart i'ros a small positive value of x; values of s very near to, 
the 1;adin.z cd,e ‘arc o:?tziz;d from a l~~orriiedge 02 -ihe ].&kling-edge radius'. 
Vai.ues of S/C for tht: rang0 Of X/C used in dct,?rmining the separation 
points are given in 'Usblc: I. 

Prom a knorjlcdgc of U as a function of s it was possible 
to obtain t:le exact position of the stagnation point sst by plotting, 

or more accul'atcly by numerical interpolation. Values of sst are 

given against CL in Tables 2 to 8 for the seven aerofoils investigated. 

Since distances must be measured alon, 0‘ the surface of the serofoil from 
the stagnation point, r/c riced values of SO = s - sst. These values 

Of :;o are of course not evenly s:~,ced, and the estimation of U and 
dTJr 

3' 3 -- for convenient evenly spucod values of SO constltutcs the 
ds 

most uncertain and laborious part of the cslculatlon. A general idea 
of tl:e procedure sdoptcd is given h*re, 

The velocity U was first plotted 
velocity Zs increasing, the proccdurc was to 
very great accuracy is not necessary hcrce 
'beyond thi: point of maximum velocity, i.:; the - . 

a&.ns t 90 e Where the 
read off values of' U since 
The main difficulty arises 
region where separation is 

ex~ecked to take place, and Wh:Xc a :;i?,oviiic&e Of U' is required. 
Thti c:~rve bore is much flat-lr rj ~r,nd it was dccidcd to use a series of 
overlapping quadratic spprotii,ations to &tcn5xc the v2lizt;s of U at 
closely spaced values of so 0 The interval was mad0 smaller the 

closer,' 



closer the point of separation to the point of maximum velocity. In 
this way two or more estimates of U were obtained for each required 
value of so e The agreement between these indicated that the final 
values of the velocity are probably correct to four significant figures. 

It was not possible to determine U1 with the same degree of 
accuracy. Since each quadratic gives a linear variation of U' over 
the range covered, we obtain a series of in-zersecting straight lines 
through which it is po ssible to trace a curve. Values of U' were read 
off this curve, and compared with the actual numerical values of U* given 
by the two linear approximations. A series of values of U' with as 
smooth a variation as possible was thus obtained. 

No particular difficulty was experienced in applying this 
prooedure to the jq> thick aerofoils for values of CL less than InO. 

At CL = 100, where the adverse velocity gradient is steepest and 

separation takes place early, it was less easy to define the peak region 
accurately. It was difficult also to obtain a sufficient number of values 
of Uf round the point of separation. Extra values of U were 
therefore determined, so that the velocity curves could be ve 

2 
well 

defined in the vicinity of the peak. 
aerofoils ME 102 (CL 

The results for the I 1" thick 
= 4~0, 102) and RAE IOL; (CL = loo), and for 

the 67: thick aerofoils RAE 402 and ME 104. (CL = 006, O-S, l*O) are 

given in Ref. 6 to four places of decimals. 

With these very closely spaced values it was possible to use 
the quadratic approximation corresponding to the three values of U 
distributed round the peak to give values of U and s m on which should 

be very accurate. It was also much easier, of course, to determine U'. 

As the boundary-layer development was to be calculated by an 
approximate method it was desirable to obtain some indication as to how 
far the results were significant in the rather sensitive situation when 
the position of separation moves quickly back with deore&e of C L' 
Accordi 

Y 
ly, separation 

I; 
ositions mere estimated by the methods of both 

Thwaites 0 and Stratford 1 in the modified forms given by Curle and Skanv. 
The values of x 

S 
corresponding to the values of ss at separation were 

then determined from Table 1 by inverse interpolation. 

3. -- Results 

Tables 2 to 8 give the results for the five I@ thick aerofoils 
and the two 6s thick aerofoils, arranged in order of decreasing leading-edge 
radius. The position of the stagnation point, the maximum velocity and 
the position of maximum velocity are given first. 

The mean is taken of the values of xs obtained by the two 

methods of Thwaites and Stratford, and the final result is expressed in 
terms of the reciprocal of this mean value, which is plotted against CL 

in Fig. I. It will be seen that the points for each aerofoil lie roughly 
on a straight line. In order to define the shapes of the curves as they 
approach the CL axis further oalculations were carried out for the 

'I@ thick aerofoils RAE 102 and &RAE 103 at CL = 005 and for the 67; thick 

scrofoil RAX 102 at CL = 0*3. The velocity distributions for these 

cases are given in Ref. 6. 'The calculation for the 10s RAE 102 at 

cL = 0*5 did not give separation, but it indicated that separation 

would/ 
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would occur at a value of C T, just :iriove 00 5. Thwaites t method Save 
separation for the IQ< P;iJ: 103 at !: L -= 0~ 5, nitll 5 value of c/x of 
about 61, but Stratford's metjnoC just r'ailed to give separation, which 
i.ndicates that the critical 5, must be very close to 0,5. Likenisc 
for the 6% RN3 102, it was concluded that the minimv.m value of CL to 
give separation v;ould bc very close to O-j, an& probably just below i-t-, 

The curves having been defined for thcsc three cases,<' t,;le 
other four curves were drawn to conform in shape, It was thus possible 
to obtain reasonably good estimates of the minimu values cf CL for 

Tfhich leading-edge separation would tti:e place. These values are given 
in Tables 2 to 6 and a~'~3 glotted in Yig. 2, 

1'inally, values of" U and U' 
S S 

corresponding to the mean 

va1uc S cf ii s ncru obtained, anti those were used to calculate 

lhlcuktions by Garner3 for the I@' ,O thick aerofoil RA3 IO2 suggest 
that tbz cu9c of 1; against CL h:L:3 a l3l:timu.m at CL w 003, and is 

rather flat for higher values of C L . In order to establish this fact, 

the poi,Yt of separation IP;LS determined for this serofoil at CL = 10.2 > 
the refined scheme of calculation bei_llg USC<. From the curves of :?ig. 3 
it was possible to estimate the miniwin values of k with reasonable 
accuracy. !Ike POSitiOIl of r;i_inimum 1; wa:: more dii"ficult to detormific, 
hoxcvcr 9 and the values given in Tables 2 to 8 are very approximate. 
The results arc plotted in Figs. l+. and 5. 

The results IZ;:W been analysed in various ways. In Z?i,y. I 
the values of c/x s have becn plotted against CI* The value for aq 1 
intcrmcdiate v;,li.uit of ., 5i' or for any other acrofoil of this family, 

can be obtained by intar~olation. In psrtictiar, there is a Ilimiting 
value of C, .J below Aiclz leading-cdgc soFaration does not take place> 

and this is sho~.l, plotted against r/c, in Fig. 2. The true lixi.-l;ing 
value of C L is a matter’ 01 some uncorhin.i;y, as it is no-l- nt 3,ll 

clear that -Se position of btii)XratiOn will ~OVC back continuously as 

cL is decreased to;cards the limit. ipor example, calculations by 

both ThT,vaitcs ' method and Stratford's method indicate that in such 
circumstances separation would eitllcr occur veq near the leading edge 
or only far back. This, howovor, xay ~~11 be a pro;lcrty of the 
approximate mc;thods used, which can only be decided by several IcngChy 
exact intcgrstions of the boundary-layer eqtiations. Accordingly, 
the curves in Fig. I may well stop before i-czching the axis; even if . . this is not the cast, it would e?yesr that there is a marked bending 
towards the CL aAs as c/x decrcascs. For example, for the 

loyi Pa3 102 section there arc four poizts, at CL = 142, IaO, 0*4;, 04, 

lying roughly on a stmight line cut-tin6 the: axis at C L - OaL$3. In 

addition, however, me Pno:: that sqsration just fails to occur at 

-  -  -  -  -  -  .w I  -  . -  -  -  . “ .  -  -  -  -  - .  -  -  -  -  -  - I  I  -  -  -  . -  _- -  - .  . . -  w. -  

*h furthcr discu ;;sion will be given in Section 1;. 
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cL - o-50. I'he-curve is drawn, therefore, as a strtight line to 

cL = @53, when it bends down rather-sharply to-cut the axis at a 

value of C L just above O* 50; the curves for the other sections clrc 

made to follow a similar pattern. The relative smcothness of the curve 

of limiting CL against r/c in Fig. 2 gives one some confidence that 

it may be correct to to*01 in cL" We note that the smaller the value 

of r/c, that is the sharper the nose, the lower the value of CL at 

which leading-edge separation occurs, a result which would be expected 
on physical grounds. 

It was shown in Section 3 that the value of R, at separation 
may be expressed as 01 

I 
? REl = !c R , 

where k depends upon the aerofoil and upon CL" In Fig. 3 tk values 

of k are plotted against cL for each of the seven aerofoils considered. 

In each case it will be seen that the value of k drops fairly sharply 
to a miiiimun~ as cL increases; it then increases very slowly with a 

further increase in C L" The minimum values of k and the corresponding 

values of C L have bc:en estimated from these curves and arc plotted in 

Figs. 4- and 5 respectively. 

This minimum value OP k is quit2 iq~ortant, As CL increases 

beyond the lamer critical value (Fig. 2) leading-edge separation will occur. 
If the value of k is large enough the separation bubble will be short. 
As C increases, however, k decreases, and if it decreases sufficiently 
the skor-t bubble may burst. This, of course, would appear most likely 
to happen :hen k has reached the minimum value shown -in Pig. 4, cm3, 
if it has not occurred t?nen, a further increase in cL should not cause 

the bubble to burst. For example, for t:le I& thick RAE 102 acrofoil, 
the curve of k against CL is fairly flat in the range 0~8 < C, < 102, 

and the minimum k occurs at CL cu O*%. In the experiment cite: in 

Section 1 it was found that as cL increased the short bubble burst 
when C L - o*gc? . 

It nil1 be noted that the minimum possible value of k 
increases with r/c; thus, at a given flow Reynolds number R, a long 
bubble: is less likely with a blunt-nosed section than with a sharp-nosed 
one . In fact, since the curves of Fig. 3 do not cross, the same'is 
true for an arbitrary fixed value of GL. 
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Xfi; 104 Aerofoil Sectiorl: t/c = OuO6 
r/c = OQ 0021 ji, 

Estima,ted lildting value ol cL for scpa;~a-tion = O-25. 

hiinimum vdue of k is 0021~ at C- = 0=5,3. 
il 



Table I v--a,.sa-, - 

Values of s/c 
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Estimated limiting value of cL 

09 ooG92 

0 * 00742 

04007-l7 

139 

0~01260 

o-0-1334. 

OoM297 

77 

for separation = 0467. 
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Table 3, 

RAE 101 Afxrofoil Section: t/c = O-10 
r/c = 0~007634 

,____“- _I_.-._._r_ -_-_ -- ._ _ _“. -. “._ --.-- -_ -- ---- __̂ _I -. - - -_ __- ._ _- _- _ - .__ _._ _.__ _ .-- - _ _ __ - -- _ - 1 
/ 

cL I-0 O-8 006 
I..+ -____ __. 111 _-_ .__ __. __-_____ _.-__ _- . .-_ --_ __ _ _. ._._ ____-__ __ _ __-. -1 __ “.- - .I._I .i 

i 
I 
/. / ! 

! i I I i I 
i 1 

Stagnation point 

Maximum velocity 

Point of max. velocity: 

Sst/C -00 02920 
u /u n 03 

20901 

s,/c o-00:16 

-0002017 -0eo133-i I 
I 

2-422 la968 ; 

0~0416 0900611 j 
-I - . . . . .- - -__- ^__ ____.__ ^A __I_ ..--.- _ -_ - _ _.__. ._.._* - _..._ -_ 

xs/c : Thrraites 

xs/'c : Stratford 

Mean xJc 

[ mean x,/cl-l 

_ -.__ - - _._ - --_. -_- -. ._.-- -I_ ._ 

O-00292 

0~00320 1 

0*00306 

327 . 

up 
cu;; 

for mean xs/c 

00 for mean xs/c 

k 

20 746 

0*00502 

0*00537 
0~00519E; 

192 
I_ _“-*” 

I 

0*01271 j 

2~256 

-32008 

On421 

0~01366 1 
o-01328s / 

75 i 

l-765 ; 

-12067 i 

Estimated limiting value of' CL for separation = Oe53s. 

WM.mum valGe of k is 0040, at CL = 1.0. 

Table Id cn_ln 



CL 
+] . 2 I.0 

._. ._---.. ..^ _" __,_.__ . 
5tapntion point - : s-,/c 

. 
-00 03720 -09026% 

h,ximui Velocity : urn/u 3O 537 
m 

>0i.nt of max. velocity: sir/c 

_--_ 

CJC : Thl?si te c 

es/c : Stratford 

dean x3/c 

:mean x,/c]-' 

_. _ - . 

Js/Um for mean xs/c: 

:Up! 00 for wan x,/c 

k 

_ _ ._ . - __ _. 

Sstimated liciting value 02 C,. for separation = oc 51 i 
dinimun value of E: is 0038~ at CT = 0~95. J 



_._ - -. . . . . . _ ___ _- ._ _ _ 

; Point 0C max. velocity: 

o- 00202 

0” 0021-/ 

o- 002of3:, 

Ii-77 
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gable 6 
r  .x  - - . ._n-  

RAE IO& AerofoiL Section: t/c = O--IO 
r/c = o+ 005927 

: Stagnation pain-c : 
i ?JC 

j Li~XirilUl VelOCity : ygJ 

, Point of m&x. velocity: I Sm,CW 

i. _ _....“. _ . . _ _._ I_ __. -_ _ ___ 

-0~0’1956 -00 01252 -0c 00735 

20650 2qlo8 I”635 

0*00j10 0 0 003‘!&i oeoo632 

.- _ .-- “.I__ I.__ -- .II. 

3 173 

0~ 00225 

I _ -._ 

00 00182 

00 00137 

00 0013g~ 

528 

-. - 

3”019 2*471 10332 / 

, 
0 0 002;3b 0 r 00601 

0 J 00308 00 006l+.:, 

00 00297 00 00623 

337 161 
I . ..-_ _ I. _. _"_.. - . .."-".---. -- ----. _" -_- 

cp M for mew3 xs/c : -80007 -s‘$. 54 -26 * 04 
k o” 35) 0.356 0*4Q 

. . . ” . -. _ * ^ __ _. . . . _ . - . ^___ ..- 

Cstimated limiting value of cL for ceparetion = 0*1+7. 

hSXi3um value of k is 003% at C L 
= 0085. 
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RAE 102 Aerofoil Section: t/c = O-06 
r/c = 0~002470 

-  I _ .  -__ .  .  - - - I .  . - . - .  - . - - - - - -  _- - - - . - - _  -  ”  .  . . _  .  .  . - -_  -  
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.--.. _ ---.-- II-- .I---- _._. - _ -- -______ ._ -1 -- . _. . .- __- ._. -_ ___-__ +.. _ _l._._-- _-__j- _ ;~ _ ._ _,.- - - - 

Stagnation point : s d c i -0002642 
s -ob 013 8 

. __ __ _ _ _ i _- ___ ._ _-_ 
~-0~01087 +0ao580 ; -O*oo387 i -0*0023j 

Maximum velocity : U&j ; 40724 co; 3*843 : 2-367 ; 20154 1 10761 i 10428 

Pcint of max. velocity: sin/c j O~ooo61 0~00074 : 0~00096 : o 00102 ; 0*00198 f 0*00312 

-----me - .-I-- I"._ -.- --_ -- 1 ---I.--- -. _. _._- _-- _- _ _.__ .i . __  ̂___. ___-_.-_ :_ - ____ . _ _ : _ ._- _- __,____ Ir- - -- - iv-.. .--_- "__ 

xs/c : Thaites 

xs/c : Stratford 

Mean xs/c 

; O"OO0365 0~000495: 0~0006op~ o-00205 ; zo~O1~it i 

; o*oooL~l6 0~000556 : o~oooa.3~ 0*00212, j 

: OsOO0394~ O"OO0525,' O”OOUj O"O02115: 

C mean xs/c]-' 2561 1903 : 1179; 473 j ~96 ; 

“S/urn for mean xs/c 

cw/u M for mean xs/c ; -355-40 

k j 0.257 
- - _ . - -  I ^  I  .  .  - .  -  -  - .  - ^ -  - .  ^ -1 _* -  - - - . ’  - -  _ -_- _ -  

306741 :  2081J% j I*9770 ;  

-265.53 '-17!+*3 5 
j-72.6 i 

0"2& o-227 i o-247 ; 
- ̂ _ - - .-- I I-. -- . . -.- _- -. I_ _ _._ - - - -̂   ̂. I -. - * .-- 

Estimated limiting value of CL for separation = 002%. 

W-.hmum value of k is 0022~ at C L = 005; 



Xfi; 104 Aerofoil Sectiorl: t/c = OuO6 
r/c = OQ 0021 ji, 

Estima,ted lildting value ol cL for scpa;~a-tion = O-25. 

hiinimum vdue of k is 0021~ at C- = 0=5,3. 
il 
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Values of $j at separation. 
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FIG. 3. 
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Variation of Ic with C, 



FIGS. 4 ac 5 . 
FIG. 4. 

Minimum values of k. 
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